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America's unknown child

The Boy in the Box case attracted local and national media attention when the story broke out in February 1957, and police initially assumed that the identity of the unknown boy would be determined very quickly. Hundreds of thousands of posters with the image and physical description of the dead boy were highlighted
throughout the Philadelphia area. They were also distributed to thousands of police departments across the country. Detectives working on the case in 1957 even dressed the body in typical children's clothing and put it in a sitting position in the hope that this living image of the boy could make someone recognize him
and come forward. Hundreds of promising leads were tracked and several likely suspects were identified and interrogated, but each time investigators thought the answer was finally within their comprehension, they somehow eluded them. Over the years, the clues and clues in this case have been carefully examined
over and over again. In November 1998 the boy's remains were exhumed to extract tissue samples for DNA analysis. He was subsequently reburied elsewhere as America's Unknown Child. And yet, despite all their efforts, investigators aren't much closer to solving The Kid in the Case Box today than they were when the
mystery began. In some respects they are worse off now because many of the people who might have had first-hand knowledge about the child's identity or the circumstances surrounding his violent death are no longer alive themselves. However, hope springs eternal, and researchers are looking to find someone who
may have the key information, hi far unpublished, that will lead this case to a satisfactory conclusion. This website is dedicated to the goal of solving this puzzling mystery, and you may be able to help, especially if you lived in the Philadelphia metropolitan area in the late 1950s or meet someone who did. The problems on
Page 2Health have sidelined Sam Weinstein, but Joe McGillen and Bill Kelly, two retired investigators who originally worked on the case, have intensified to continue the grunting work. We'd like to think, in our hearts, that we're not necessarily that far away, McGillen says. This case has haunted two generations of
detectives so far, each hoping that the next lead will be the real thing. Augustine expects the boy to be identified soon. You would also have great pleasure in locking up the person who beat this child, who beat that child to death, he says. When will the case be resolved? Maybe next week, maybe tomorrow, augustine
says. But you can't give up. You have to hang up. Although this case still baffles the authorities after so many years, there are encouraging and simply human thing about all the detectives trying to solve it. Please note, this is a case where there are no known family members to stimulate researchers or Responses. When
it comes to locking up the boy in the box case, or other cold cases, there are countless detectives dedicated, past and present, who are driven to seek justice. Unidentified American murder victim The Boy in the Box1957 posterBornc. 1951–1953Unidented state for 63 years, 9 months and 13 daysDiedFebrer 1957 (age
4–6)[1][2][3] Cause of deathHomicide from blunt force trauma 1957 Fox Chase, Philadelphia, PennsylvaniaResting placeIvy Hill Cemetery, Cedarbrook, PhiladelphiaOther namesAmerica's Unknown ChildKnown forUnidentified victim of homicideHeight3 ft 6 in (1.07 m) The Child in the box is the name given to an
unidentified murder victim a 4- to 6-year-old naked body was found in a bassinet box in the Fox Chase section of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on February 25, 1957. It is also commonly called The Unknown Child of America. His identity has never been discovered, and the case remains open. [4] Discovery of the crime
scene of the body where the body was found. In February 1957, the boy's body, wrapped in a checkered blanket, was found in the Susquehanna Road forest in Fox Chase, Philadelphia. The naked body was inside a cardboard box that had once contained a bassinet of the type sold by J.C. Penney. [6] The boy's hair
had recently been cropped, possibly after death, while clinging to the body by groups of hair. There were signs of severe malnutrition, as well as surgical scarring on the ankle and groin, and an L-shaped scar under the chin. [7] The body was first discovered by a young man who was checking his muskrat traps. Fearing
that the police would confiscate his traps, he did not report what he had found. A few days later, a college student saw a rabbit running in the undergrowth. Knowing there were animal traps in the area, he stopped his car to investigate and discover the body. He was also reluctant to have any contact with the police, but
did report what he had found the next day. Investigation The police received the report and opened an investigation on February 26, 1957. The dead boy's fingerprints were taken, and police at first were optimistic that he would soon be identified. However, no one ever came forward with any useful information. [5] The
case attracted massive media attention in Philadelphia and the Delaware Valley. The Philadelphia Inquirer printed 400,000 flyers representing the boy's likeness, which were shipped and shipped throughout the area, and were included with each gas bill in Philadelphia. [7] The crime scene was combed over and over
again by 270 police academy recruits, who discovered a man's blue lock cap, a children's scarf and white handkerchief of a man with the letter G in the corner; all the clues that led nowhere. [8] Police also distributed a post-mortem photograph of the fully clothed boy in a seated position, such as look at life, hoping it could
lead to a track. [7] Despite the publicity and sporadic interest over the years, the child's identity is still unknown. The case is not resolved to this day. On March 21, 2016, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children published a forensic facial reconstruction of the victim and added it to its database. [1] In August
2018 Barbara Rae-Venter, the genetic genealog who helped identify the Golden State killer using a DNA profiling technique, said she was using the same method to try to identify the Child in the box. [9] Amateur groups using online databases, such as the Doe Network and Websleuths, have also tried to resolve their
identity. [10] Theories Many tips and theories have been brought forward in the case. While most of these have been dismissed, two theories have generated considerable interest among the police and the media. Each of them has been widely researched. Forensic facial reconstruction of the foster home showing what
the child may have looked like when he lives. This theory refers to a foster home that was located about 2.5 kilometers from the site of the body. In 1960, Remington Bristow, an employee in the medical examiner's office who pursued the case until his death in 1993, contacted a New Jersey psychic, who told him to look
for a house that matched the foster home. When the psychic was taken to the Philadelphia discovery site, he took Bristow straight to the foster home. [11] Upon attending a property sale at the foster home, Bristow discovered a bassinet similar to that sold to J.C. Penney. He also discovered blankets hanging on the
clothing line that were similar to those in which the boy's body had been wrapped. Bristow believed that the boy belonged to the stepdaughter of the man who ran the foster home, and that his body was arranged so that the stepdaughter would not be exposed as a single mother. [6] He theorized that the boy's death had
been an accident. [5] Despite this circumstantial evidence, the police were unable to find many definitive links between the Child in the Box and the foster family. [8] In 1998, Philadelphia Police Lt. Tom Augustine, who is in charge of the investigation, and several members of the Vidocq Society (a group of retired police
officers and profilers), interviewed the adoptive father and stepdaughter (whom he had married). The shelter home investigation was closed. [11] The woman known as Martha or M Another theory was presented in February 2002 by a woman identified only as Martha. Police felt Martha's story was plausible, but were
concerned about her testimony as she had a history of mental illness. [8] M stated that his abusive mother had bought the unknown child (whose name was Jonathan) from his birth parents in the summer of 1954. [6] Subsequently, the boy was subjected to extreme extremes and sexual abuse for two and a half years.
One night at dinner, the boy vomited his bean meal in the oven and was given a heavy beating, with his head slammed against the ground until he was semi-conscious. He was given a bath, during which time he died. These details matched information known only to police, as the coroner had discovered that the boy's
stomach contained the remains of baked beans and that his fingers were wrinkled in the water. [6] M's mother cut the child's distinctive long hair (depicting the unseen haircut noted by police in their initial investigation) in an effort to hide her identity. M's mother forced M to help her dump the child's body in the Fox Chase
area. M said that as they prepared to remove the child's body from the trunk of a car, a passing male motorist approached to ask if they needed help. M was ordered to stand in front of the car's license plate to protect her from view, while mom convinced the good Samaritan that there was no problem. The man eventually
left. This story corroborated confidential testimony given by a male witness in 1957, who said the body had been placed in a previously discarded box at the scene. [6] Despite the external plausibility of M's confession, police were unable to verify his story. Neighbours who gained access to M's house during the stated
time period denied there had been a young boy living there and dismissed M's claims as ridiculous. [14] Other theories of forensic artist Frank Bender developed a theory that the victim may have been raised as a girl. The child's unseen haircut, which appeared to have been performed in a hurry, was the basis of the
scenario, as well as the appearance of eyebrows that have been styled. In 2008 Bender published a sketch of the unidentified child with long hair, [15] In 2016, two writers, one from Los Angeles, California (Jim Hoffmann) and the other from New Jersey (Louis Romano), explained that they believed they had discovered a
potential identity from Memphis, Tennessee and asked for DNA to be compared between family members and the child. The lead was originally discovered by a Philadelphia man (who introduced Romano and Hoffmann to each other) and was developed and presented, with Hoffmann's help, to the Philadelphia Police
Department and the Vidocq Society in early 2013. In December 2013, Romano became aware of the initiative and agreed to help the Philadelphia man and Hoffmann get the DNA of that particular family member in January 2014 - who was quickly sent to the Philadelphia Police Department. Local authorities they would
investigate lead, but said they should do more research on the circumstances surrounding the link to Memphis before comparing DNA. In December 2017 2017 Bob Kuhlmeier confirmed that the DNA taken from the Memphis man was compared to the Fox Chase boy, and there was no connection. [13] Burial The Boy in
the Box was originally buried in a potter's field. In 1998, his body was exhumed for the purpose of extracting DNA, which was obtained from enamel in a dent. [13] He was reburied at Ivy Hill Cemetery in Cedarbrook, Philadelphia, which gave a large plot. The coffin, tombstone and funeral service were donated by the son
of the man who had buried the boy in 1957. There was significant public assistance and media coverage in the reburial. The tomb has a large tombstone with the words The Unknown Child of America. Residents of the town keep the tomb decorated with flowers and teddy animals. [5] In popular culture The story was
outlined in the television series America's Most Wanted on October 3, 1998, and again on July 12, 2008. The TV Series Cold Case, CSI: Crime Scene Investigation and Law &amp; Order: Special Victims Unit have featured fictional episodes taken from the Boy in the Box case. Reporter Mitch Blacher of NBC 10
Philadelphia aired an investigative piece on NBC's 10 Investigators on March 2, 2016 titled, New Theory on Decades-Old 'Boy in the Box' Cold Case. The story appeared on the Buzzfeed Buzzfeed Unsolved series in 2017 titled The Mysterious Death Of The Boy In The Box See also Cold case List of murdered American
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